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PHOTO FINISH in the ALPS 
Schrader, Hardee Post World’s Top Scores

 
Hello Again….Bluebird weather greeted 21 
returning decathletes at the 35th edition of the 
IAAF Combined Events Challenge meeting in 
Götzis, Austria. A trio of young Olympians: 
Ukrainian Oleksiy Kasyanov, American Trey 
Hardee and German Michael Schrader had 
prognosticators scrambling. The only thing 
agreed upon was this was going to be a close 
one. The lead took as many turns as the 
weather did. At the end Schrader nipped 
Hardee in a fiercely contested ten-eventer 
which produced the world’s best two scores 
of 2009. Here is how it happened. 

Day Two-Sunday 
110m Hurdles: [11:06 – 11:22 am] 
  There were 4 sections of the hurdle 
event. Sunny skies and virtually no wind. The 
local church bells had stopped chiming 
(perhaps the reason the event is scheduled for 
5 minutes after 11 am!). Approximately 2500 
spectators were on hand for the start of day 2. 
 In the first race former Volunteer 
William Frullani was part of a 3-man dead 
heat winning in 14.67. Same time foir Vasiliy 
Kharlamov/RUS. (wind+1.2mps).  
 The 2nd race had a pair of German 
contenders, Norman Muller in lane 2 and 
Michael Schrader in lane 4. The latter ran 
away from the field after barrier 4 clocking a 
significant 14.21 PR. Muller, in 3rd, equaled a 
lifetime best of 14.46. 
 All eyes were on Kasyanov in lane 3, 
the first day leader whose PR was 14.37. 
Could he hold the lead? He struggled early 
here, regained  

 
composure at hurdle 5, surged past Jacob Minah 
at 8 and equaled his PR at the finish line. 
 Section 4 contained Jake Arnold in lane 1, 
Roman Sebrle in 2, Maurice Smith in 3, Trey 
Hardee in 4, Andres Rajo/EST in 5 and German 
Pascal Behrenbruch in 6. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Two of the event’s young stars: German Michael 
Schrader (l) and American Trey Hardee (r) battled to a 
photo finish at the 35th Hypo-Bank meeting in Götzis. 

 
Smith had complete control after hurdle 3 

as Hardee and Behrenbruch rushed late and did 
not catch him. Smith clocked 14.01, Behrenbruch 
a PR 14.02 and Hardee 14.11. Arnold was a solid 
14.27 and Sebrle back in 14.33. And Kasyanov’s 
overall lead was pared to 37 digits. 
After Six: Kasy 5388, Hard 5351, Schr 5289, Wibe 
5203….Arno 14th 4979. 
Discus:  [11:00- 11:44 am] 
 Clouds rolled in during the first discus 
round. Michael Schrader opened the event 
with a PR 43.09m/141-4 and Arnold spun a 
fine 45.76m/150-1 early in round #1 but his 



toss was upstaged by a protest on the next 
effort. The disc of Vasiliy Kharlamov/RUS 
hit the left sector line as it landed, although 
part of the discus landed inside the line before 
the rest of the platter hit the line. That’s a 
foul. The event was stopped while the rule 
had to be explained to the fuming Russian. 
When competition resumed Trey Hardee 
armed a 45.11m/148-0 toss and Oleksiy 
Kasyanov/ UKR, wearing the “leader” bib, 
responded with a toss 16cm less. Neither 
would improve so Trey inched only 3 points 
closer to the lead. Roman Sebrle led after 
round #1 with a 45.85m/150-5 effort. 
 Maurice Smith took the lead with a 
48.64m/159-7 plate in round #2. 
 Five consecutive fouls marred round 
#3 before Behrenbruch (with a pair of fouls) 
came up with the event winner, 48.86m/160-4 
to remain a contender. Every mark was 
crucial to the Germans and Russians who use 
Götzis as part of their world championship 
qualifying. Arnold (with a right sector foul) 
and Hardee (with a line drive) both fouled on 
final attempts. Smith, trying to throw the 
platter into Switzerland on his last effort, 
came up short (48.55m/159-3) and the event 
ended quietly. 
After Seven: Kasy 6154, Hard 6120, Schr 6017, Sebr 
5990….12th Arno 5762. 
Pole Vault:   [12:45 -      ] 

World record holder Roman Sebrle has his prayers 
answered as the bar stays up at 4.90m/16-¾.  
 
The event moved slowly as dark clouds 
gathered and temps fell. Winds were gusty on 

the infield and bothered some. Arnold opened 
at 4.60m/15-1 and Hardee at 4.80m/15-9, both 
easy clearances.  
 Meanwhile, in Group B, Kasyanov 
and Schrader were making inroads into his PR 
(4.40m) and , in the adjoining pit Schrader = 
his lifetime best at 4.90m/16-¾. At 5.00m/16-
4¾ for Group A and 4.40m/14-5 it began to 
rain, although briefly and showers threatened 
the event for the next hour.   
 When Hardee, just after the brief rain, 
and at 2:21pm, skied 5.00m/16-4¾ (1st 
attempt) he appeared to be in control. 
Manager Paul Doyle was doing the coaching 
from the west coaching bench and he was 
clearly pleased. Immediately thereafter 
Maurice Smith, snuck over 4.50m/14-9 in Pit 
B. Arnold and Sebrle both missed 3 attempts 
at 5.00m/16-4¾ and got credit for one bar 
less. 
 Because of the closeness of the 
competition and Berlin (IAAf World Champs 
in August) qualifying, every vault here had  
consequences, monetary or otherwise. When 
Schrader cleared 5.00m/16-4¾ (his 3rd 
consecutive PR!) on his last attempt it put a 
new wrinkle on things as everyone eyed pit B 
for Kasyanov progress. He had already PR’d 
at 4.50m/14-9. The 23 year old Ukrainian 
stopped and started several times on his last 
attempt at 4.60m/15-1 and ultimately dragged 
the bar off. 60 seconds later Hardee cleared 
5.10m/16-8¾ (with a smoother and faster 
approach) and the 61 point turnaround put the 
Texan in the driver’s seat.                   
 Trey bailed on his first two efforts at 
5.20m /17-¾, where only 3 remained 
(Sintnicolaas, Schwartzl the others).                                        
        In the meantime Pascal Behrenbruch 
was working his way thru Group B and 
scraped over 4.70m/15-5, a PR and, given his 
javelin and 1500m background, had to be 
considered a threat. 
 Hardee’s 3rd try at 5.20m/17-¾ was 
close, but close does not count. It was a bar he 



could have used. Eelco Sintnicolaas won at 
same height. 
    The surprising Swiss Simon Walter 
won Group B at 4.90m/16-¾. And dark 
clouds again rolled in from the north with 
lightening and distant thunder at 3:30pm.   
After Eight: Hard 7060, Schr 6927, Kasy 6914, Sebr 6870, 
Behr 6791……Arno 6642. 
Javelin:  [3:49- 5:25 pm] 
 Very windy conditions prevailed 
during the 1st group efforts, so much so that 
74m thrower Nicklas Wiberg/SWE stopped in 
frustration, managing but 65.67m/215-5. 
Eugene Martineau/NED won the group at 
65.86m/216-1. Arnold was steady at 
56.84m/186-6.  
   It poured during warm-ups as the wind 
continued from the SE (a mostly cross wind). 
The clouds parted and it cleared a bit for the 
first round where Behrenbruch dished 
66.51m/218-2 and Sebrle followed with a 
67.54m/221-7 spear. Kasyanov pushed 
himself off the medal platform with a 
50.55m/165-10 toss, and Schrader guaranteed 
himself a chance to win with a 4th straight PR,  
64.04m/210-1. Hardee, (throwing last since 
the order was arranged by cumulative scoring 
after 8 events, a very good idea) popped 
61.56m/201-11. 
 Behrenbruch made some noise in 
round #2 --when it rained again--with a 2 foot 
PR, 70.24m/230-5. Schrader passed and Trey 
responded with a 63.89m/209-7 effort, a PR 
that would make him a solid contender for the 
gold medal too.  
 Round #3 saw a return of sunshine and 
an equipment failure that halted proceedings 
for 5 minutes. None of the contenders 
improved, but Hardee, with a 133 point lead 
over Schrader and 136 over Sebrle, had his 
work cut out for him. 
After Nine: Hard 7859, Schr 7726, Sebr 7723, Behr 7684….     
….Arno 10th 7332    
1500m:  [6:05 -6:10 pm] 
 What a finish! The battle between the 
two Olympians, Hardee and Schrader, went 
exactly as expected, with the latter bolting 

early and the former keeping a wary eye on 
him. Schrader, who needed a 20½ second 
margin for the win, used the pace setting 
talent of Swede Nicklas Wiberg  and both 
forced the pace (1:59 with two laps 
remaining). At that point he held a 13 second 
lead over Trey who was, by his standards, 
running well. Hardee hung on and with a lap 
remaining you just knew this would go down 
to the wire.  
The crowd went beserk as the finiosh neared. 
After Schrader led on lap 3 Wiberg Hardee, with 

300m remaining, was on his way to a near PR that would 
fall short of the overall win. 
 
jumped him with 400m remaining and pulled 
him along, while Hardee was about 17 
seconds back.  

Oh my, this was going to be tight and 
the crowd of @3000 knew it! Down the 
riotous home stretch Schrader sprinted and 
grimacing, finished in 4:22.26 before his 
collapse. Now all eyes were on Trey who was 
@20 seconds in arrears). He lifted and got 
past Vasiliy Kharmalov on the homestretch 
before tieing a bit. He too collapsed at the 
finish. For several minutes it was unclear who 
had won. Oh, this was close. Trey’s clocking 
(1½ seconds off a PR) was 4:43.79. Schrader 



had a 21½ second margin and a 6 point 
victory  
 This is the way the event should 
end…with the top talent struggling to the very 
end….it reminded one of a 15 round 
heavyweight bout…with both antagonists 
throwing punches until the bell. Here the 
outcome was in doubt and the finish area was 
bedlam. Finally the scores were announced: 
Schrader 8522…. Hardee 8516. Wow! The 
only thing missing here was the theme from 
Rocky.  

As it was, Schrader, 21 from 
Duisburg, --he made the German Olympic 
team at age 20-- stamped himself as the top 
German and a coming star, something that his 
nation needs since they host the IAAF world 
champs in Berlin. And Hardee, 25, confirmed 
his status as one tough cookie with a near PR 
(18 down from his mark at the ’08 Olympic 
Trials) and clutch performances at a major 
(perhaps we should say, The Major, 
international. 1968 Olympic champ Bill 
Toomey always maintained that decathletes 
prove their worth at international meets. And 
in Götzis Hardee came up big. 
 Whew. At the end German coach 
Claus Marek remarked that the 6 point 
German win was payback for a 5 point USA 
team win over Team Zehnkampf in 1998. Oh, 
was this one close! 

At the traditional victory ceremony for the top ten 
athletes, Jake Arnold (10th) stands at upper left, and Trey 
Hardee (2nd) is front right. 
 

 For Jake Arnold, he dug deep and ran 
9/100th of his own PR, clocking 4:31.13, and 
finished in 10th with 8062. A very solid score. 
 There were only compliments about 
the way the Americans competed here. And 6 
of the top 8 recorded PR scores. Meet director 
Konrad Lerch had only great things to say 
about the ’09 field……13 over 8000. All 
those defections and cancellations were not 
missed and the 35th edition of Hypo-Bank 
event was the closest in history….6 
points…..as Frank Müller is wont to say, “a 
puff of wind.” 
After Ten: Schr 8522, Hard 8516, Behr 8374…..Arno 10th 
8062 
Final Results: 
5/30-31  35th Hypo-Bank Meeting, Götzis, AUT 
8522 Schrader, Michael/GER  10.79+0.8 
781+1.9 1320 198 48.90 14.21+1.6 4309 500 6404 4:22.26 
8516 Hardee, Trey/Nike-USA  10.48+0.8 
774+0.8 1393 200 48.42 14.11-0.8  4511 510 6389 4:43.79  
8374 Behrenbruch, Pascal/GER 10.88+0.2 
7-7-0.3  1637 188  48.93 14.02-0.8 4886 470 7024 4:38.39 
8348 Sebrle, Roman/CZE  11.14+0.2 
786-0.1  1541 194 49.50 14.33-0.8  4671 490 6754 4:48.88 
8286 Kasyanov, Oleksiy/UKR  10.51+0.8 
788+2.1 1495 197 48.29 14.37+1.9 4495 450 5055 4:25.47 
8272 Müller, Noman/GER  10.93+0.1 
741+1.2 1502 200 49.12 14.46+1.6 4270 490 6326 4:32.51 
8213 Wiberg, Nicklas/SWE  11.07+0.1 
752+1.7 1413 212 48.71 14.65+1.6 4190 420 6567 4:20.16 
8088 Raja, Andres/EST  10.81+0.2 
748+0.6 1415 200 48.88 14.18-0.8  4213 460 6144 4:46.74 
8083 Martineau, Eugene/NED  11.15+0.1 
740+0.8 1387 200 50.18 14.55+1.9 4380 480 6586 4:37.63 
8069 Arnold, Jake/Asics-USA  11.06+0.4 
692-0.7  1420 200 49.17 14.27-0.8  4576 490 5684 4:31.13 
8054 Coertzen, Willem/RSA  11.08+0.1 
758+0.6 1351 203 48.88 14.39+1.6 4235 420 6098 4:29.42 
8052 Sintnicolaas, Eelco/NED  10.89+0.8 
776+3.5 1364 191 48.45 14.55+1.9 3546 510 5420 4:29.28 
8003 Vos, Ingmar/NED  10.89+0.2 
753-0.6  1395 206 50.12 14.66+1.6 4003 430 6097 4:25.72 
7991 Minah. Jacob/GER  10.79+0.8 
745+1.5 1371 197 48.09 14.40+1.9 4002 480 5275 4:36.50 
7971 Schwarzrl, Roland/AUT  11.24+0.4 
755+1.0 1385 197 50.37 14.53+1.9 4488 510 5108 4:36.01 
7751 Walter, Simon/SUI  11.04+0.4 
706+1.2 1313 194 47.98 14.82+1.2 4174 490 5088 4:43.39 
7691 Kharlamov, Vasilly/RUS  11.24+0.4 
706+1.6 1525 191 49.00 14.87+1.2 3970 470 5410 4:44.92 
7535 Szabo, Attila/HUN  11.17+0.1 
705+1.5 1394 188 50.00 14.79+1.2 4302 430 5809 4:46.80  
dnf Vasilyev, Arkady/RUS  11.10+0.4 
649+3.4 1456 188 49.43 14.69+1.2 4301 440 inj    dnr 
dnf Smith, Maurice/JAM  10.77+0.8  
nm        1624 194 48.56 14.01-0.8  4864 460 4974 dnr 



dnf Frullani, William/ITA  10.91+0.2 
743+0.7 1362 197 49.91 14.67+1.2 4320 nh 
dnf  Drozdov, Aleksey/RUS  11.20-0.1 
715+0.8  1467 withdrew 
dnf Bernard, Claston/JAM  10.88+0.2 
702+0.8 1466 nh  withdrew 
23s,18f.  
 
Notes from Götzis: 
        The major winners in Götzis this year 
were the Germans and Americans. Claus 
Marek’s Team Zehnkampf club recorded 
boasted PRs from Schrader, Behrenbruch and 
Müller, and a near PR from Minah. In all, an 
impressive meet. From a USA standpoint, 
Hardee put up a big first, and Arnold a 
positive 2nd IAAF CE Challenge score. 
 On the negative side the Russian team, 
already rift with injuries to major players, had 
a devastating time Götzis. Only one athlete 
finished (7691) while two others suffered 
injuries: Drozdov and Vasilyev (a very 
serious knee injury during the javelin). 
Perhaps the worst effort was turned in by the 
Southeastern Conference….all three former 
SEC decathletes (Bernard/LSU, Smith/ 
Auburn, Frullani/Tennessee) failed to finish.  
 


